Making Sense of Poetry
EQ: What ideas about EQUALITY do Harlem Renaissance artists communicate?
POINT OF VIEW: TOPIC & TONE

POINT OF VIEW: Underline phrases that describe the
speaker and the audience he is addressing.
2. The topic is the subject of the poem; the theme is the poet’s
message about the topic. CIRCLE words that identify the
topic of the poem.
1.

3.

What is the topic of the poem? What TONE does the speaker
convey through the IMAGERY associated with the topic?

The topic of the poem is
_________________________________________________.
Words that describe the TONE or speaker’s attitude include:
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________.
STRUCTURE & THEME
4.

There are three main stanzas in the poem. What lines
best convey the MAIN IDEA and purpose of each stanza?

ll. 6-15_______________________________________________
ll.16-27_______________________________________________
ll.28-40_______________________________________________

THEME & PURPOSE: EQUALITY
5.

What ideas about EQUALITY are conveyed through this
poem about the relationship between a student and
professor? How does the poem serve to as a CALL TO
ACTION?

The poem titled

! examines

" the idea of…

“_______________

! addresses

" the relationship

________________

! introduces

_____________”

Conclusion

! supports

by ____________

between…
" the importance of..
" the reasons for…

The writer uses /

! imagery

" to explain…

relies / cites …

! metaphor

" to discuss…

! simile

" to describe…

! rhythm

" to support…

! rhyme

" to illustrate…

Its speaker/

" illustrates …

narrator/ persona

" indicates …

uses a ________

" explains …

tone which

" discusses …
" describes…

Including key details

Identify Speaker & Tone

Introducing the content

Identifying the topic

How do author’s use stylistic devices such as imagery, figurative language, rhythm
and rhyme to communicate tone and theme?

! is a key detail

" that illustrates …

! is a powerful

" that explains …

example
! is essential

" that proves ….
" because …

information

The examples /

! support

" the value of …

details / imagery /

! confirm

" the need for…

! clarify

" the link between…

! reinforce

" the causes of…

figures of speech
found in the poem

! emphasize

